Scale Ruler Template: 3/8", 3/4", 1-1/2", 3"

*Print at full scale (100%)
Your printer might cut off a bit of the ruler at both ends because of margins.
TIP: Print on thick paper to have a more rigid ruler
Scale Ruler Template: \(1/8\), \(1/4\), \(1/2\), \(1\)

*Print at full scale (100%)
Your printer might cut off a bit of the ruler at both ends because of margins.
TIP: Print on thick paper to have a more rigid ruler

CUT RULER OUT
Scale Ruler Template: 1/16", 3/16", 3/32"

*Print at full scale (100%)
Your printer might cut off a bit of the ruler at both ends because of margins.
TIP: Print on thick paper to have a more rigid ruler